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OPTIMAL EREOR MAGNITUDE ADA?TIVE CONTfOL SYSTEI4 

INTRODUCTION 

In a normal control system the controlled variable is activated 

by an error signal. To respond correctly, the error si(nal xm.ist 

consist of tuo pieces of Information, magnituGe and polarity. If 

polarity were not available, correct actuation would be difficult 

since the systeiu could not deterrnine which way to respond. 

A system in which only error nignitude would be available is 

one in which the airectly controlled variable could be peaked as 

in Fi-ure 1. Hence, the error, which is the difference between the 

reference and the controlled variable, would always have the same 

polarity regardless of which side of the peak the opertthg point 

was on. The aeneral control problem of such a system and its 

solution are discussed in this thesis. 

Cosriff p. 133-135) first suggested the use of lo4cal 

elements in conjunction with a servo motor to peak a variable. lila 

controller needed to know the direction to the peak value and, there- 

fore, the polarity of error. Furthermore, the controller hunted 

about the peac value constantly, and no stability analysis was 

presented to assure that the controller would not overshoot the 

peak and not return. Farber (3, p. 70-75) employed en analog 

computer and a mechnica1 system to follow the pesk variation. 

Unfortunately, the sna].og computer introduced delay into the 

system and caused the controller to overshoot the peak. Hence, 



his system also thinted about the peak value. Neither Gosgriff' s nor 

Farber's works were known to the author before this thesis was nearly 

completed, although they would have been of little value. 

During the author' s summer eniployaient with Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory, he was assigned the problem of deaignin a control 

systeni which would maximize the ieam enerr of a linear accelerator. 

Upon investigation of the control problem the author ciscovered that 

only error magnitude was detectible and the beam ener could be 

peaked L.S in Figure 1. Because normal control concepts would not 

solve this oroblein, the author was compelled to consider it from a 

logical viepoint, which was advantageous beceuse the information 

appeared in pulse form. A controller was esined which did not 

hunt atout the peat (aß did the controllers of the authors previously 

ientioned) and could adapt to long-term variationa in the e&k value. 

Moreover, a quantative stability criterion vas established for the 

controller-accelerator system which stated the conditions for stable 
operation. 
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THE GENEFLL CONTROL PitOBL4 

The optimal control problem is to peat the perfornnce of a 

system even though the perfor9i&nce may be an indirectly controlled 

variable. hs an example, an airplane autopilot may be des1ned to 

optimize response. However, to determine whether the response is 

outi1nized, the control system conpares the actual and desired 

responses and, therefore, knows whether the actual response was too 

fast or too slow. Hence, while performance iaay be peaked because 

of the criterion established, the controlled variable is certainly 

not peaked but merely increased or decreased. 

The optimization criterion would be directly controlled in a 

3ystem as shown in Fiure 1. Obvioualy, the polarity of error could 

not be ceterdned by direct coniparison of the controlled variable 

and the reference, because the reference is always greater than or 

at most ecual to the controlled variable. Polarity must be 

determined from the measurement of other parameters. From a 

logical viewpoint such a system would respond to an error signal 

in the following manneri 

1. Error magnitude is detected, and the system 

senses that it is either at point A or 

referring to Figure 1. 

2. The sensing of polarity eliminates one of the 

two po8sibllities, and the system will respond 

correctly since its :oSition relative to the 

peak value is icnown. 



Reference 

Controlled - B 
Variable _-\\7 

egative Error O Poeitive Error 

Figure 1. 

A Peaking Controlled Variable. 

Negative Error O Poeitiv-e Error 

Figure 2. 

A Nufling Controlled Variable. 

1e 



The crux of the control prob1e reats with sensing :o1arity. 

Possitly, polarity could be determined with certainty from other 

paratneter rnecsurenent, h.t more likely such nesurernenta will only 

establish the olarity with a probi1ity less thai certainty. Iii 

this case the Lystem could mko a decision on ita coition be8ed 

on thi! probabilistic error polarity, nd th use of this infornwtion 

would incresse the Drobebility that itE first decision would be cor- 

rect. If the polarit,r were completely undetectible, the first 

decision could be the same every time or be perfectly rndou. 

In the cases where colarity of error could not e eterúined 

with certainty, the control system must be rible to rccoiize if its 

first decision is incorrect and rke the necessary correction. For 

this tye of systera the logical sequence of possible events cari 

s1rnrized &s follows: 

1. The -stem senses an error and makes a frat 

decisIon as to whether it is at point A or b, 

which may or may not be based upon the use of 

probability. 

2. As the systeQ responds to its first decision, 

one of two mutually exclusive events will occur: 

a. The controlled variable will increase, 

iìienin the first cecision W&8 correct. 

b. The controlled variable will decrease, 

meaning the first decision was incorrect. 

3, At this time the system knows exactly where it is 



tera fore which of the ïoUoin it nuat 

perforn: 

a. If 2(&) is true, the direction of correc- 

t.on iaut be riaintiued. unti]. the pee.k 

value is reached. 

h If 2(b) is true, the direction of 

correction must be rversed nd then 

continued in the :eversc direction 

until the peuk value is attaIned. 

Rather than peaking a controlled variubie, the problem may be 

to minimize the variable. Such a Cyateni is shown in Figure 2, and 

slight changes in the discussion on nc.xiniizin6 will give the logical 

sequence for minimizing a variuble. 
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THE ACCFLEFLATOF CONTROL ?ROBL4 

The 1iner acce1rtor presents control ?roblem where the 

controlled varib1e can be either :jjI or rnini1zed nd only 

error rgnitude Is aetectible. The indirectly controlled vari&ble 

is the beni ener, wiose ii&xinum is approxira&tely 28 Mev, while 

the directly controlled variab1e is either the be&rn current uJ.se 

or the r-f xcess power pulse, both shown in Figure 3. If the beam 

current is t its max,tinuxn or the r-f excess power at its minimum, 

the beam ener' will be rx&ximized. The repetition rates of the two 

possible controlled variables are the same, but the rate itself may 

vary from 10 to 400 pulses per second, depending upon the experiment 

for which the accelerator is teins used. The pulse width is also 

the sae for the two possible vmriables, it it may vary between 

1.5 and 10 microseconds, ain depenning upon the experiment. 

The beam current pulse w..s chosen to be controlled because of 

its better shape. The magnitude of the beam current is aecendent 

upon the frequency f0 of the input r-f 'ower and th resonant 

frequency r of the accelerator caviies as stated in Equation 1. 

- 
I(fr,fo) = 'muax exp 

[ _ j 
(1) 

where is approximately 3.5 arnperes, a 18 a bandwidth factor 

of ap3rxiìnate1y lh.O kc, and f0 and r are in the order of 256 mc. 

See Appenaix for more detailed discussion of linear accelerator. 



(a) 

The Beam Current Pulse 

'max 

(b) 

The r-f Excess Power Pulse 

Figure 3. 

The Two Possible Controlled Variables of the Linear Accelerator. 

Figure 4. 

Control Block Diagram of Linear Accelerator. 



Equation i is a Gaussian ensity relationship and is a good ap.rox- 

imation for the range 

J.95 Imax I(fr,fo) 'max 
(2) 

The inecuality is not excessively restrictive since the current niust 
be controlled within these bounds or the bea.n energy will he so low 

that the machine is considered U0ff the aire. A difi'erence between 

fr and f0 of 100 kc will cause this drop. 

The control bloc diagram of this regulating system is shown in 

Figure 4. The reference Is the controlled variable is I(fr,fo), 

the disturbance input is r, and f0 is the varicble which is controlled 

to actually peak I(fr,fo). From the block diagram it can be seen that 

the relative direction of drift of r and f0 cannot be determined by 

comparing 1niax and I(fr,fo) . The changes in 
1'r due to small 

changes iii the mechanical stricture of the accelerator cavities. 

Although a certain crobability of the direction of drift could be 

established by measuring various parameters, it cannot be established 

with certainty. The drift of f0 could be detected, but the amount 

and expense of the equipment needed 3eB not make it feaiLle to do 

so. Furthertnore, unless a probEbility of the drift of r is 

established, no use could be made of any such measurement. Thus, 

the polarity of error cannot be determined. Therefore, the controller 

must match f0 to r arid, in so doing, must be capable of making a 

decision and then reversing this decision if it proves to be the 

wrong one. 
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THE CONTROLL] 

The first probleui which rut Le solved is th.t of detecting 

changes in the }eam current pulse height. Since there are variable 

pulse widths and repetitïon rates, pulse height discriminators are 

the best choice. The discririnator5 selected hiò a standard output 

pulse of .5 volte nd 0.4 uicroseconc?a whenever there was an input 

j;ulse whcse height ws greater than or equEl to the triger1n level 

of the dicrimintor. The triger1rig levels could be vried, and 

the discriininat.or& were sensitive to pulse heiht ch&nges of at 

leest 0.05 volt t the triggering level. This sensitivity yac nore 

than adequate for this perticulE.r application. 

From the aeuenco of possible events listed on pagea 5 and 6 at 

leest. two discridnators will be needed, one to cetect error rd the 

other to detect e wrong decision. Accordingly, the triggering level 

h1 of the first discrimin&tor D1 was set slightly below The 

triggering level 112 of the second discriminator D2 was set elow 

These values are illustrated in Figure 5. The ectual difference 

between nd h1 depends upon the noise, time constants, and 

delays in the system. In the accelerator the beam current .ulse 

height varied a slight amount because of noisy circuits. Since the 

controller was not to attempt to correct for this noise t&it only 

control long-tenn crift, the difference between end h1 must be 

t least as ìîich as the noise. The distance between h1 and h2 should 

be es small as possible, yet large enough so that if D2 cuits pulsing 

it will only be because of incorrect adjustient of f0. 
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. 
I(f1.f0) 

'max g) 

h1 o 

h2 
h3 

1r frequency 
Figure 5. 

The Controlled Variable, I(fr,fo), Showing the Relative Magnitudes of 
the Reference and Discriminator Triggering Levels. 

Input Beam 
Current Pulse 

Figure 6. 

D3D1 

D3D2 

The Block Diagram of Circuits to Mechanize Equations 4 and 5. 
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Although the two discriminators seern to dive the eor ect 

informs tion, they do so only if the system can dstïngu' 8h Letween 

the times when there is no input pulEe &nd a pulse }e1ov the trig- 

gering level of the discr!mirator. To do this a third cLiscriminathr 

D3 was inserted with a triggering level h3 set so that there will 

alw-ys be a standard output pulse whenever there is an input pulse. 

Using logical notation the performance of the discriminators 
may be summarized as follows: 

1. If I(fr,fo) h1, then = = D3 - 1. 

2. If I(fr,i) < h1,thenD1OandD2D3l. 
3. If I(fr,to) sc:z: h2, then D1 a D2 O and D3 = 1. 

The 10-ical function, 

D3.1 = , (4) 

denotes the existence of an error although it does not fix the 

magnitude exactly, and the lobical function, 

D32 i , (5) 

indicates that the first decision ws wrong. The logic equations 

4 and 5 are mechanized s "not-and" circuits. The schematic block 

diagram showing the connections between the three discriminators 

arid the "not-end" circuits is Figure 6. 

To allow the system to sense an error or wrong decision at all 

times, Ft-S (5, p. 121-.126) flip-flops were used. The logic Equations 

relating the inputs to the flip-flops to Equations 4 and 5 are: 
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S1 = (6) 

('7) 

S2 = D3.1 (.) 

(9) 

In these ecuations the S stands for set and the R for reset. Thus, 

if S1 is true the first flip-flop, R-S1, will be set to its true or 

"1" state, &nd if R1 is true R-S1 will be reset to its false or "J" 

state. A siimilbr statenent is true about R-S2, the second flip-flop. 

The fin&1 sche:ietic block diagram of the controller is 

represented in Figure 7. The latter portion of the diagram, consist- 

ing of up-down counter, power amplifier, and stepping motor, has been 

used in similar applications et Lawrence Rdiation Laboratory 

3), and the author claims no originality in its use, It was chosen 

because it coupled with the author's system with a :ninimusn of extra 

circuitry and possessed excellent rositionJ. control. Concerning 

the operation of the counter and stepping motor, it is sufficient to 

say that the counter provices two inputs to the split-phase notor 

which are 1800 out of phase. The field established by these inputs 
rotates only when the counter counts. The n4e through which the 

shaft rotates for each count is dependent upon the number of polea 
of the motor as shown in Ecuation 10. 

(lo) 
p 

where G is the angle of rotation in radians, and p is the nu.nber 

of poles in the motor which is 34. The effective angle can be 



Beam 
Current 
Pul se 

Figure 7. 

The Controfler 



reduced ever rno»e by gearthg tetweeri th noor hft and te o8cil- 

lator drive eaity which controli 

The cteppin, 'nthr will nt respond + a repetition rate atove 

15 pu1se per second, d the beam currer.t repetition rate may often 

exceed this value. Therefore clock wss inserted with a repetition 

rate of 5 ulses per second to 500,000 pulses per second. The 

additional gating includes cn "and" gate which R-S1 may open to 

allow the clock to reach the next two cates. Only one of the other 

two gates is open st a time because R-S2 will provide a true input 

for only one gr2t,e. 

If a purpose of the controller were to minimize a w!riable 

such as the r-f excess power pulse, the only changes in Fiurs 5 

and 6 are shovn in F1urs and 9. SInce the f excess power 

oU3se cannot Le reduced to zero ìut only minimized, the triggering 

level of discriminato? L3 t set ut h3 o that it would 

always cive a standari oitput pulse for any input pdee. The 

discriminators D2 nd D, have their triering levels ßet at h2 

and hi respectively. The pulsing of D2 denotes an error in the 

stern, .nd the pulsing of D1 denotes an incorrect decision. No 

portion of the controller, other than shown in Fibure 9, would 

have to be chngeo in Figure 7. 

Although this system uses pulseb as information einai, 

either alternating or direct current could also 1.e controlled. 

For alternating current the peaic value repeats ite1f as with 

pulsee. For direct current a sampler could be placed imediate1y 



o 

C.) 

4-4 

t. 
h1 

h2 
h Minimum r-f 

r Frequency 

Figure 8. 

The Alternate Controlled VariaLle, r-f Excess Power Pulse, with 

Triggering Levels of Discriminators Corresponding to Figure 9. 

R- f 
Excess 
Power 
Ful se 

The Modification of Figure 7 to A.11ow.the Controller to Minimize 
the r-f Excess Power. 



preceding the di8criìinetore. Of course, th. mp1ing r&e must at 

1eat be equal to the deck rate. 
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A STABILITY CRITERION 

The stability of the cce1erator with the controller inserted 

is dependent uon the controller not overshooting the peak velue 

because the system does not possess the ability to reverse itself 

a second time. The following stability criterion is a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the controller developed in the orevius 

section. In the followind section en adaptive controller is cievel- 

oped for which this criterion may not be necessary but will still 

be sufficient. 

The rate at which f0 changes as a function of cavity shaft 

angular velocity is 4ven in Equation il. 

¿fo 253 Lo( {icc/sec] 
At 2-ir ¿t (11) 

where i revolution of the cavity shaft will ch&rige fo br 253 kc. 

The angle o' is related to e in Equation 10 by 

o' : K [rad] (12) 

where K is the gear ratio between the stepping motor shaft and the 

oscillator cavity shaft. The rate of change of e is dependent 

upon the clock rate as follows: 

Ae 
[rad/secj 

t p 
c ( 13) 

where f is the clock repetition rate. Combining Equations il, 12, 

and 13 

fo 250K [c/aec] Lt p 
(14) 

The final factor affecting stability is the time it takes for 
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f0 to affect the output I(fr,fo). This tune T is dependent upon 

the repetition rate, the tirae constants and delays in both the 

¿cce1erator and controller. ising f, as defined in Fiure lo, 

a sufficient condition for stability is 

f ( _ 
f 

\ (T, (Q.) 
( 

K) (T) (fc) [iccj (15) 
I 

If the above inequ1ity holds, the system will e overdamped and 

stable. The ,ear ratio is the prLnary variable and would act as 

the varib1e gain of the system. io obtain tinter control h1 

would be raised this reducing L f. Hence, K would have to e 

reduced to satisfy the inequality. Thus speed of responEe and 

precision of control are opposed to one another. 

The faet,ors :ìerìtioned in Equation 15 are known within specified 

limits as follows: 

1. The number of poles of motor, p a 34 

2. The clock repetition rate lies in the range 

5 pps : 
'c 

15 ppa. 

:3. The gear rtio is the vtrible gain of the 

system to be adjusted for stable operation. 

h.. The time T is the most aifficult factor to 

determine, anci a discussion of its aproxi- 

ination followa. 

The time T is dependent upon a number of time 1s and constants in 
both the accelerator system and the controller. Equation 16 nuierates 

the various times involved. 



+) 

Il) 

:1 

C-) 

r Frequency 

Figure 10. 

The Modification of Figure 5 to Illustrate the Definition of Lf. 

4) 

L) 

o) 

I(fr,fo) 

I' (f'r,1o) 

/ 

r Frequency 

Figure 11. 

I 

h1 

h3 

Illustration of Posib1e Long-Term Variation of Controlled Variable 
and Reference. 
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T T1 + T2 T3 + 75 + Tb + T7 + T8 T9 T10 + T11 (ib) 

The following t&ble defines e&ch tue in Ecuation 16 and gives an 

order of magnitude for its value. 

TiLE 

Definitiou and Orúer of i1agnitude of Terms in Equation 16. 

T1 Transit time of electron beam through io nsec. 
accelerator tubes to detector. 

T0 Time constant of detector. 20 nsec. 

T3 Transort lag froc detector to Between 2 pec. 
discriminators. and 0.1 jasec. 

T4 Time constant of oscillator 7 isec. 
drive cavity. 

T5 Transport 1g frori o'ci1lator Same aa T. 
to TWT amplifier. 

T6 Tiue constant of TWT amplifier. 50 nsec. 

T7 Transport lag from T1T amplifier i1ueh sna11er than 
to power klystrons. T3 because of imich 

smaller cable lengths. 

Tg Pulse period of power klystrons. Between 0.1 sec and 
0.0025 sec. 

T Transport lg from power klystrona Same as T7. 9 to acce1ertor tubes. 

T10 Time constants of discriminators and 2 j.isec. 
logic circuits including counter. 

T11 Time constant of stepping aotor. 0.35 sec. 

2 See pendix for nore det1i1ed aicussion of linear accelerator. 
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The significant time delays in t.he system are therefore the pulse 

Deriod of the accelerator T8 and the time constant of the steDping 

motor Tu. The other significant time delay in the system is the 

clock repetition rate which hs already been included in Equation 

15. 
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T}IL .&LLPIIVE CONTROLLER 

One implicit as8umtion concerning the accelerator conro1 

problem was that waa constant excet for BInall variations due 

to noise. If were to hsve large long-terni variations, the 

controller in Fi'ure 7 would not function corrct1y. Hef2rring to 

Figure 11 where the pk vulue ha dropped belay h1, the 

controller would sense n error and eventu&fly drive over tue peas 

because L1 would not ptlse Furthermore, the direction of adjust- 

.n?nt would not be reverseu, and would be driven to a 

minimum. To meet this )rob1en two changes cre nccessary, first, 

the coritroile: mist be capb1e of reversing its direction more 

than once. SeCond, the reference, meaning h1 and h2, must be 

cape ble of being lowered. 

The logical sequence of events which the controller will 

encounter and must be atle to perform are: 

1. An error ib detected, and the controller 

responds es steted in the controller section. 

2. One of three nutuelly exclusive evcnts then 

occurs: 

, r;,_ controller nade the correct decision, . ¿' 

and I(f f ) : 

h1 ic attained. r' o 

b. The controller ¡nade the wrong ciecision, 

and L32 i ecomeb true, and the con- 

tï)UC.L reverses. 
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c. The controller inde the correct aecision, 

hut < h1 is true (Figure 11), and 

therefore D3D2 1 becomes true, ano. the 

controller reverses. 

Note that the controller cannot distinguish 

between 2(b) and 2(c)]. 

3. If 2(b) is true, one of two mutually exclusive 

events will occur: 

a. I(fr,fo) h1 is attained, and the control- 

1er stoos adjustment. 

b. I111 < h1 is true, and D3])2 = i will 

again be true. 

4. If 2(c) is true, the conctition DrD2 i will 

again become true. 

5. If 3(b) or 4 is true, the controller must reverse 

again and must also lower the reference because 

it is now certain tnat I' ¿ h1. The redue- 

tion of h1 and h2 must be done before the con- 

trouer sweeps past the peak value of I'(fr,fo) 

again. 

6. Thia sweeping must be continued with subsequent 

lowering of h1 and h2 until I(fr,fo) 'l is 

achieved. 

The modifications of the portion of the controller in the dotted 

block in Figure 7 whIch are necessary to adapt to variations of I 
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are shown in Figure 12. To best unerstanc. the operation of the 

adaptive controller, consider the fofloing seuence of events: 

The equilïbriuin condition la 

1. R-S1 is reset. 

2. R-S is set. 

3. J-K is reset. 

4. RS4 is reset. 

If an error occurs under the condition of Figure 11, 

1. D3D1 = i will initiate adjustment. 

2. D3.D2 1 will occur. 

3. The J-K flip-flop will change state on the 

first pulse because 'roth D32 and R-S3 are 
true inputs to "and' gate l. 

4. This same puise travels through the delay, 

resets R-S3 (closing "and" gate #1) and sete 

R-S4 (ooening "and" gate p2). 

5. Subsequent pulses for the condition D32 
vili not cause the J-K flip-flop to change state 

iecuse "and" p:te l will re:nain closed until 

12 = i is true. 

6. The controller will sweep until D2 becomes 

true and continue until the condition ID = i 

again occurs. 

7. This time the first pulse will cause the J-K 

flip-flop to again change state and reset R-S3 



Beam 
Current 
Pulse 

#3 

Figure 12. 

The Adaptive Controller 
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as before, and will go through and' gate 2 

becawe ..s in its true sta froi the 

puise etiored in items 3 and 4 above. 

8. rhe outout iulse of t!an&t gate tells the 

controller to lower h1 and h2. 

9. Items 6 throu:h 8 nay occur again until 

h1 is attained, 

The drift of I may be upward as well as downward, and 

furthermore, the controller must be caoable of following I 
up after it has gone down. The difficulty in detecting this upward 
drift lies in the possibility that, although the peak value may 

rise, the operating point rny not change. This problem can be 

solved :y inserting and gate ?3 whose inputs are the O" side of 

R-S4 and an impulse source. Therefore, the gete is closed when- 

ever the controller is adjusting f0 becanse I(fr,fo) ' h1. 

The impulse repetition rate is such that an impulse occurs 

when a variation of 1m is expected. Since this variation is in 

the order of many minutes, the impulse repetition rate could be 

determined. If the iiuu1se ;oes through "anci" gate j3 the control- 

1er raises h1 and h2 a soecified unit. If the systei can be peaked 

to this hiher value, the controller will ao it. If not then the 

system will lower the h1 and h the sa-te unit, and the process will 

continue at this level until either I(fr,t'o) < h1 or the next 

impulse occurs. 

Therefore, the adaptive controller will obtain the iiaxiium 
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bein ener,r that cui be acLieved from the ecceier&tor. There are 

tolerances, of' course, snd the tabi1ity criterion stb1ished in 

the previous BeCtiOri is certiiily c.ppiicable to this adaotction. 
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COLCLUSIONS 

This paper proves the practical feasibility of controlling a 

process in which the polarity of error is not detectible. This 

proof is il1ustrted not only from a 1oical viewpoint but also 

with a controller which was ¿ctua.Uy constructed. This controller, 

in Fidi.ire 7, was designed and built by the author during his summer 

employnent at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and performed as pre- 

dicted, although it was not actually coupled into the acceler& tar 

system at the time of the author's terrninstion. 

The stability criterion is an important and necessary contri- 

bution because other authors who have suggested actual solutions to 

this type of probleni have neglected to either consider or ìention 

it. Obviously, no system will function correctly unless some 

stability criterion is met even though the desidner may not be aware 

of this need. 

The extension of the oriinal controller to en adaptive one is 

not only of value to the accelerator control problem, but the con- 

cept should be useful to other error magnitude control problems. 

This type of controller has many advantages in that it cari control 

a-c, d-c, or pulse error maif,ude zrocesse for much less cost 

than would be necessary to detect polarity of error or its 

probability. 
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THE LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

The linear accelerator is & machine which accelrates electrons 

along e. traiht line to energies of 30 Mev or more. The accelerator 

consista mathly of an r-f oscillator, a TW'I' ainlifier, a power 

klystron, and the accelerator tube, all shown in Figure Al. 

The r-f oscillator consists of a NT amplifier with a machanic- 

ally adjustable cLvity in its feedback loop which causes the combina- 

tion to oscillate at a frequency f0 near 2856 mc. The cavity can be 

adjusted to cause the continuous wave output of the oscillator to 

vary a few hundrec kc on either side of 2856 mc. 

The r-f oocillator drives a NT amulifier through 100 feet of 

coaxial cable which connects the two elements. The output of the 

NT amplifier consists of internittent irsts of r-f power which 

are oòtained by turning the cathode on at periodic intervals even 

though the grid input from the oscillator is continuous wave. The 

output is said to be pulsed. The NT amplifier is connected to the 

power klystron through 10 leet of coaxial cable. The power klystron 

is an r-f power m4ifier with . nad.muxu pulsed output of 5 mega- 

watt8. The connection between the klystron and accelerator tube 

is through a short length of coaxial cable. 

The accelerator tube Is a cylinorical structure with irla 

diaphragms inserted as shown in Figure Al. Electrons, which enter 

one end of the tube in bunches, are accelerated down the tube to 

the target. As the electrons leave the tube they pass a probe 

which detects the positive envelope of the r-f sia1 accompanying 
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them. This envelope ia the bem cLrrert pulse referred to in the 

body of this thesis. 

The diaphragms of the tube are equally spaced end act s reactive 

loads in the tube for the input r-f power. Since the tube acts as a 

terminated waveguide, reflections occur, and, if the frequency f0 of 

the input r-f power equals the resonant frequency r of the tube, a 

standing v.ve pattern will be established with noues located at the 

diaphragms. If f0 oes not equal 
1'r' the reflections will cause a 

perturbing field which disperses the bunchec electrons into a 

continuous beaiu. Since the diaohragras act as loads, they consume 

power, and the dissipated heat changes the diaphragm structure 

slightly. This structural chari cuea the resonant frequency 

r to also change. Consequently, f0 no lonber equals r, and the 

nodes of the input r-f power do not occur at the Liiaphragms. A 

reduction in the beam current magnitude resulte. 

A probability of the uirection of drift of r could have been 

determined by making some mesurements of the temperature of the 

accelerator tube structure. As the tube is being hemted, r will 

usually change in one direction, anu, as the tube is cooled, r 

will usually change in the opposite direction. The cooling is 

accozalished by a very loosely controlled water system which 

allows moderate variations to occur before actuation. 


